GLOBAL HISTORY COLLABORATIVE – GDRI PROJECT
RESEARCH PROJECT
GLOBAL

DYNAMICS IN SOCIETY, ECONOMIC , AND HISTORY

STATE OF ART
Global history is one of the most innovative and productive fields of scholarly inquiry today, and
challenges us to think about history and its methodologies in new ways and across conventional
boundaries. It acknowledges a broad variety of different perspectives and aims to explore nonEurocentric or multi-centric views of the global past.
But, curiously enough, it is not imagined as a global field of inquiry when it comes to training and
educating future historians. For the most part, curricula and graduate student formation is still
conducted within national vernacular traditions and perspectives, and contained within bunkered
institutional structures. To some extent, this reflects the fact that global history remains bounded even
by its leading practitioners.1 For all the hoopla, few have institutionalized research collaborations or
graduate training programs globally. The closest analogue would be the Columbia University-London
School of Economics dual MA program in international history. However, the strengths of that
partnership lie in the postwar and especially Cold War eras. Moreover, the Columbia-LSE program
focuses mainly on “the West” and lacks a core curriculum. Nor does it articulate the relationship
between faculty research and student training. There is an emerging network hubbed at Harvard
University on global history that does share many of our aspirations; it is much larger in scale and thus
less focused on specific institutional collaborations. We are in dialogue with colleagues there to make
sure we do not miss opportunities to collaborate when it makes good sense.

OUR CONTRIBUTION
This proposal outlines a format for recasting global history as a global enterprise, creating a space for
graduate students to formulate ideas and refine research strategies collaboratively across institutional
boundaries and national traditions. Global History Collaborative (GHC) is the first consortium at a
world scale that tackles issues and trains students globally. Nowhere in the world it exists such a project
in history and social science, and not even in “hard sciences”.
We may detail the contribution of this project in both methodology and main topics of research.

METHODOLOGY
STATE OF ART
Current historiography rejects analyses and comparison based exclusively on the Western model. 2
However, beside Europe-centrism, Chinese, Indian or Russian ethnocentrism do exist as well. Thus, the
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goal of our project is to reconcile the differences between the historical paths specific to particular
regions with their connections, transfers and overall dynamics. Today’s forms of globalization are not
the first or unique. During previous centuries if not millenaries, strong connections between different
areas of the world were already developed. Circulation of ideas, people, institutions and values added
to climatic impact and overall market dynamics. Yet, forms of integrations and internationalization did
not always give rise to global dynamics. Our project seeks at first to stress the analogies and differences
between globalizations in History.

OUR CONTRIBUTION
To this aim it adopts the following methodological principles:
-Instead of opposing “Europe” to “Asia” or “Africa” and “the Americas”, or comparing national-based
parts of it such as France, China, India or Britain, we seek to explain how local, regional, national and
imperial entities have been identified, interacted and evolved in time. Knowledge, institutions,
religion, environment, economic and social relations will be analyzed on these multiple scales.
- We reject mono disciplinary approaches and, at the opposite, superficial mix up of different fields.
Instead we consider that a dominant discipline has to be preserved while being nourished by
suggestions and methods from other fields. History is required to interact with social sciences
(archeology, anthropology, sociology, linguistic) and economics. History cannot be simple description
of events and, at the same time, it cannot limit itself to adopt and test abstract models. We suggest to
develop a heuristic of historical dynamics in which history’s tools can contribute to historicize the
categories of social sciences while adopting their major insights.
-This project intends to escape superficial global and world history approach putting different realities
into the same mold. We intend to preserve the specificity of this and that area in its historical
dimension. At the same time, unlike conventional approaches in area studies, we consider that
“specificity” requires to be analytically and empirically defined and proved and not just assumed. We
should avoid identifying entities called “India”, “Europe”, “the Indian Ocean” or “China” in terms of
their current borders or those in the nineteenth century. Generally speaking, the territories as well as
the social and political hierarchies of these areas changed over time. Our project aims at
problematizing the “global” itself in order to avoid simple tautologies. No doubt our approach owes a
great deal to l’histoire croisée;3 we will take the main contributions of this approach into account, but
our position is not as strictly opposed to comparison. Comparison can have a role to play in analysis,
provided it gives rise to a genuine iterative, reciprocal process in terms of historical dynamics and the
construction and use of sources. Though interaction and circulatory phenomena help us to understand
a number of important questions, they cannot explain everything. Why, for example, did China under
the Ming dynasty in the sixteenth century go back on its promise to engage in long-distance navigation,
when Bengal merchants and European trading companies insisted on it?
We suggest to adopt at the same time comparative and circularity approaches in the studying of
historical dynamics. The construction and size of political identities, fiscal and the state, local versus
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global knowledge, markets and social hierarchies, labour and material culture, money and finance, and
the environment will be among the concerned, although not exhaustive, topics.
The first summer school and workshop scheduled in Tokyo, summer 2015, will be devoted to these
methodological concerns of global history.

AXE 1 POLITIES AND SOVEREIGNTY IN CONTEXT
PARTICIPANTS
-

-

Tokyo: Masashi Haneda (Tokyo); SUGIYAMA Kiyohiko ; MORIKAWA Tomoko; KUDO Akihito
Princeton: Jeremy Adelman; Steve Kotkin; Linda Colley; Nicola di Cosmo.
Paris: Etienne de la Vaissière(DE, Cetobac);Alessandro Stanziani (EHESS et CNRS); Jean-Frederic
Schaub (DE, CRBC EHESS) ; Rémy Madinier ; Jean-Paul Zuniga (CRH, Mcf) ; Corinne Lefèvre (CR,
Ceias) ; Silvia Sebastiani (Mcf, CRH), Catherine Goussef (DR, Cercec), Sylvain Laurens (Centre
Simmel).
Humboldt/Freie: Sebastian Conrad, Klaus Mulhahn.

STATE OF ART
The comparative history and the sociology of state construction have often taught us to think in terms
of nation-states. Even if an author like Charles Tilly declares at the outset that we must avoid projecting
recent constructions on the past, he cannot help doing so himself. 4 Tilly divides states into three
groups: tribute-making empires; city-states, mainly Italian; and nation-states. These three categories
corresponded to different gradations of capital and coercion. City-states were distinguished by
maximal capital and minimal coercive power; at the opposite extreme, again according to Tilly, in Asian
empires like Russia and China, lack of capital was compensated by maximum coercion. Finally, only the
European nation-states are said to have achieved the right mix of capital and coercion. This
combination is said to have given birth to modern states, along with their armies as well as the
industrial revolution and urbanization.

OUR CONTRIBUTION
Our project wishes to overcome this approach, first because nation-states are not a viable category to
explain the evolution of Afro-Eurasian and global dynamics in the modern period and second because
empirical analyses do not confirm the opposition between capital-based Europe and coercion-based
Asia, and even less that between centralized State in Europe and decentralized entities in Africa.
Western capitalism made use of slavery in the colonies, forms of forced labor in the mainland (convicts,
workhouse) and often developed without granting scarcely any civil rights; conversely, the Asian states
in the modern period were hardly as despotic and had more capital than Tilly and others assert. We
should not suppose that these countries were held together solely by a great deal of coercion and had
no capital.5
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More recently, analogous considerations have been raised for African entities in pre-colonial times.
Markets were widespread6 and territorial entities were important. Unlike common views, state was
indeed important in many African areas. In the early Nineteenth century, The Sokoto Caliphate, the
Zulu kingdom, the Asante and Buganda kingdom, the Omani kingdom and many other entities were
present in Africa. 7 They had well established administrations and armies and contributed to the
enhancement of trade and some industries. Capital was more important than usually held.8
This means we must grasp the characteristics of each Empire and carefully differentiate them
according to the period under study. When the notion of Empire is historically situated, it leads us to
examine fluid, mobile territorial entities in which various ethnic, religious and social groups (from the
family and the clan to public administration, peasants and soldiers) interact and form a hierarchy, in
keeping with different modes of integration and/or assimilation. This leads to question the notion of
sovereignty itself.
Sovereignty is much often taken for granted; on the contrary, our project will show that it is
constructed in variegated ways –legal means, military, geography, cartography, explorations, tradeand always negotiated between multiple actors. It is necessary to acknowledge that we are living in a
multi-polar world with continuous cross-fertilization of populations, ethnic groups and economies. The
frontiers will not be viewed as limits, but on the contrary as areas of varying scope. The frontier refers
to modes of imperial expansion that applied sometimes to one region, sometimes to another,
depending on the period. 9 Over centuries, the effort of polities have been to invent a form of
sovereignty on the sea and the desert. Maps and law constantly sought to invent jurisdictional
corridors and justify discovery, conquest and militarization.10 The Indian Ocean realm experienced a
sea change in the concept of sovereignty not only for local powers, but also for European colonizers.11
Traditional Chinese texts and maps presented the sea as a frontier and a contact zone at the while.
Maritime zones facilitated cultural, religious and commercial exchange.12
Historians have given too much importance to European sources claiming sovereignty in Europe as
well as outside of it. Out of doubt, rules of law, political and military claims and economic pressure
were important tools in the hands of European elites. Yet, putting them into practice was another
matter, not only because “Europeans” were divided when not in conflict between them, even within
the same Empire and inside the same administration, but also because the objects of their claims –
polities, local elites and people- were everything but passive actors. Institutional pluralism was
widespread on the level of empires, where legal pluralism was an important instrument of economic
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and political action. 13 Not only the Mughal, but also the Ottoman and Safavid Empires granted
important local autonomies which were foreign to the British notion of monolithic sovereignty.
However, in practice, Britain invented new forms of flexible sovereignty to manage its Empire.
Imitation and adaptation of Mughal customs remained a characteristic feature of British imperial
authority during both the East India Company raj and Crown raj. The presumed legal order at global
level was far more complex and instable than globalizing approaches and world-system theory
presumed. Local conflicts framed global structures and vice versa; the final issue always was contingent
and require to be empirically tested. To this aim, it is important to investigate the creation and
circulation of knowledge in the making of local identities and global connections.

AXE 2. KNOWLEDGE, TECHNIQUES AND ELITES.
PARTICIPANTS
-

-

-

Tokyo: MATSUI Yoko (Historiographical Institute, UTokyo), Pre-modern Japanese international
history; SUGIYAMA Kiyohiko (Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, UTokyo), History of Qing
empire.
Paris: Etienne de la Vaissière (DE, Cetobac) ; Antonella Romano ; Larissa Zakharova (Mcf,
Cercec) ; Corinne Lefèvre (CR, Ceias) ; Kapil Raj (Centre Koyré) ; Yves Cohen (CRH) ; Serge
Gruzinsky , Ines Zupanov (Ceias), Corinne Lefèvre (Ceias).
Berlin : Klaus Muehlhahn (professeur, Chine moderne); Sebastian Conrad (Professeur, Japon,
époque moderne)
Princeton: Jeremy Adelman; Sheldon Garon (Japon, 19e-20)

STATE OF ART
Foucault and Clifford Geertz took the lead among historians and many of them talked about
“kidnapped language” and language-based or “cultural” dependence, etc. In Said’s orientalism, these
constructions were part of a long-term intellectual and political context: Western domination implied
above all the invention of a backward Orient.14 This approach extended to other contexts in Africa,
Asia and the Americas, and even inside Europe itself (the orientalism of Eastern Europe, that of the
peasantry inside each country).
Over the years, this approach has been tested for so many different fields as history of sciences and
technique, religion, economic values, anthropology and sociology.

OUR CONTRIBUTION
We aim at problematizing this link. For sure, knowledge is a component of power and a factor in fixing
hierarchies, both social and between political entities. Translations, media, the circulation of legal rules
and the language of international organisations area instruments of power and domination. Notions
such as market, trade, family, child, property, inheritance, peasant, worker, etc. therefore acquire
specific local features that are irreducible to a more general model.15 Thus, the British exercised their
power in colonial India by controlling and modifying the language, as the case of the Zamindars clearly
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illustrates. The Zamindars, who were income tax administrators under the Moguls, were considered
landowners by the British. This “translation” subsequently paved the way for British territorial control.
There are nevertheless several problematic aspects in these approaches, beginning with the
interaction between elites and subaltern groups. Africans, Indians and colonised populations were far
less passive than subaltern studies assert. Colonised peoples had significant impact on their colonisers,
whose violence and flagrant programmes did not always reflect real control over the colony.16 The
same can be said about other areas such as India vis à vis Britain, Korean and Japan, Inner Asia and the
Ottoman Empire: language and politics, although important, never were the only determinant of
power and hierarchies. This circulation led not only to increased homogeneity among systems but also
to differentiation and even hierarchies of areas and countries. More recently, historians, sociologists,
and philosophers of science have radically undermined this traditional, essentialist understanding of
modern science. Moving away from a conception of science as a system of formal propositions or
discoveries, these recent studies understand it as the construction, maintenance, extension, and
reconfiguration of knowledge, focusing equally on its material, instrumental, corporeal, practical,
social, political, and cognitive aspects. Systematically opting for detailed case studies of the processes
through which knowledge and associated skills, practices, procedures, methods, and instruments are
created in preference to “big picture” accounts, they have investigated the negotiated, contingent,
and situated nature of the sciences. This new scholarship has convincingly shown that scientific
research is not based on logical step-by-step reasoning but on pragmatic judgment, much like that
involved in practical crafts, and is thus historically and geographically situated.17 This approach, instead
of attending exclusively in confined spaces, such as laboratories, cabinets of curiosity, libraries, and
the like, focuses on the movement of scientific skills, practices, material, and ideas and their encounter
with the skills, practices, material, and ideas of other specialized communities in natural history,
medicine, cartography, linguistics, ethnology, and so forth.
In this circulation of knowledge and its practices, middle level elites play a major role in the making
and circulation of knowledge: teachers and scholars, translators and engineers, so many groups with
historical and social backgrounds quite different from their Western counterparts. Some main themes
will be studied:
-

-

the agency of translators and missionaries in transmitting foreign knowledge to receiving
societies
how new religions lead to a reinterpretation of established knowledge, how universal religions
went local and conversely local ones attempted to grow universal.
the agency of the military and the diaspora in the spread of knowledge in colonial times
how groups of technicians and academics were created and their link with the pre-existing
traditional scholars, from Japan to Tibet? For instance Japanese schools from the 18th c. up to
Meiji, or the growth of private schooling in 19-20th c. central Tibet, or the study of specific
groups, as the architects.
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AXE 3 MARKETS AND MATERIAL CULTURE
PARTICIPANTS
-

-

-

Tokyo: KURODA Akinobu (IASA, UTokyo), World monetary history; MATSUI Yoko
(Historiographical Institute, UTokyo), Pre-modern Japanese international history; MURAKAMI
Ei (Kyoto University), History of modern China; SUZUKI Hideaki (Nagasaki University), History
of Indian Ocean world; SUGIYAMA Kiyohiko (Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, UTokyo),
History of Qing empire, SHIMADA Ryuto (Graduate School of Humanities, UTokyo), World
economic history, Southeast Asian history
Paris: Nancy Green (DE, EHESS); Laurent Berger (Mcf, Las) ; Xavier Paulès (Mcf, centre Chine)
Alessandro Stanziani (CRH, CNRS et EHESS) ; Natalia Muchnik (Mcf, CRH) ; Xavier Paulès (Mcf,
centre Chine) ; Larissa Zakharova (Mcf, Cercec) ; François Gipouloux (DR Centre Chine); Serge
Gruzinsky
Princeton: Jeremy Adelman; Molly Greene; Sheldon Garon.
Berlin : Klaus Muehlhahn, Sebastian Conrad.

STATE OF ART
The ideal of competition has been debated, analysed, proposed, imposed or rejected at least since the
end of the eighteenth century in France, Britain, Japan, China or Brazil. In the course of the last three
centuries, this ideal has engendered the main oppositions in economic policies: the opposition
between liberalism and interventionism in the eighteenth century and a good part of the nineteenth
century, then between liberalism and Marxism, planned vs. market economies, keynesianism vs.
monetarism in the twentieth century, and today, between free competition and the welfare state. At
present, the debate over competition is affecting the construction of Europe, development policies,
“North”-“South” relations and tensions between growth and inequalities. 18

OUR CONTRIBUTION
Our aim is twofold: firstly, we want to go back and identify the sources and explain the success of this
intellectual construct, i.e. the principle of competition; secondly, we would like to demonstrate how
market really works over the long run and at multiple scales –local, regional, global-.
Appadurai and others have stressed that the invention of tradition in marketing strategies is a central
corollary of globalization.19 Indeed, this link has a long history. It was already present in the periods
evoked above. For example, at the end of the nineteenth century, growing internationalization of the
economy and the invention of tradition in agro-food and in overall politics went hand in hand.20 What
is new today, is the fact that this trend takes place not only in Europe and the USA, but also in Latin
America, Africa, Australia, and some parts of Asia, and that these parts of the world are active actors
in globalization. Indian, Brazilian, or Chinese producers are able to compete with Western firms.
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Aggressive economic strategies and protectionism in the name of public health are no longer an
exclusivity of the West.21
Indeed, one may wonder whether the standardization of tastes really follows that of products. Colin
Campbell and Arjun Appadurai have already criticized the excessive accent historians such as Brewer
and Porter have placed on the imitation effect. 22 Not only is this effect overestimated and barely
proved – except for the elites - but it also ignores the persistent strength of habits and repetition in
consumption in general and in food in particular. This phenomenon is not new; all the histories of
travelers in modern times taken up by Braudel and many others show the importance of local food
habits, even in a transnational context. Nowadays, pizza and Chinese food are to be found all over the
world. At the same time, they change profoundly from one country to another according to the origins
of emigrants and the way they identify local preferences.23 One may complain about this, but the fact
is that fusion, rather than standardized food, is the dominant trend in kitchens and recipes around the
world.24
These concerns must be integrated into a wider picture of the history of supply and access to food.
From the seventeenth century on, the increasing supply of food and agricultural produce was a feature
not only of Western Europe but also beyond. The agrarian revolution has to be incorporated into a
long term evolution. Increasing demand and important market development outside and prior to
industrial capitalism have played a major role in world history since the modern era.25 As such, multipolar globalization is not entirely new. Multi-centrism is particularly clear in food history, in which, for
several centuries, supply and consumption have been local and global at the same time.
This means that we are requested to stress the importance of gift and other not-instrumental forms
of the exchange also in the advanced economies. Following Claude Levi-Strauss, many scholars have
opposed gift to market. However, if one accepts Carlo Ginzburg’s Marshall Sahlins’26 interpretation of
Mauss, then, gift is not opposed to market but it rather is a peculiar form of exchange, in which
obligations are even more compelling that under market exchange.27 Starting from this,Mauss linked
debt slavery to potlatch and reciprocity. For them, the obligation to reciprocate, instead of the search
for profit or power, could lead to bondage.28 The issue is worthy of consideration: of which forms of
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market correspond to which forms of slavery? Is debt slavery caused by market failure more or less
widespread than that due to harvest failure?

AXE 4 LABOUR: THE UNCERTAIN BOUNDARY BETWEEN FREEDOM AND COERCION.
PARTICIPANTS
-

-

Tokyo : MURAKAMI Ei (Kyoto University), History of modern China; SUZUKI Hideaki (Nagasaki
University), History of Indian Ocean world
Paris : Marc Elie (CR, Cercec) ; Alessandro Stanziani (CRH, CNRS et EHESS) ; Bénédicte
Zimmermann (DE, centre Simmel); Sylvain Laurens (Mcf, Centre Simmel) ; Yves Cohen (CRH) ;
Nancy Green (CRH) ; Aurélie Carrel, CR, Ceias; Vanessa Caru, CR, Ceias, Claude Chevaleyre,
post-doc, Centre Chine.
Princeton : Linda Colley, Jeremy Adelman.
Berlin: Andreas Eckert, professor, African History, Labor history; Michael Mann, Indian Ocean,
Alexander Keese, African history.

STATE OF ART
Anthropologists, sociologists and historians have highlighted, according to their disciplines, different
aspects of labour relationships in an attempt to draw the line between “free” labour and “forced”
labour, particularly slavery. Social status (membership in or exclusion from the clan, the family, the
local community), religion, legal status (the form of dependence, freedom of movement, the
hereditary character of such constraints), socio-economic conditions (dependence, non-economic
advantages, coercion, etc.), political rights and legal (and procedural) rights have all been discussed.29
Researchers have pinpointed several variables, but without reaching a consensus. These issues have
been debated even more fiercely in the last twenty years as cultural studies and subaltern studies
brought out the relativity of the notions of freedom and coercion. As a result, the question is now
become whether or not a given form of dependence, bondage, etc. found in a particular society in
Africa, Asia, the Indian Ocean or the Americas could be considered “slavery”. If the answer is yes, then
by implication slavery existed before and independently of colonialism; conversely, if the answer is no,
it means that these forms of dependence and bondage were specific to a particular place and
“imperialist” and revisionist culture would like to call them “slavery” to minimise Western “debt” to
the Third World.

OUR CONTRIBUTION
The aim of this project is not to take sides in favour of one or the other “general” definition of labour
and forced labour, but rather to set the boundary line between free labour and forced labour in specific
historical and institutional contexts and explain why, in a given context, this line was conceived and
put into practice in one way rather than another.30 By undertaking a radical re-examination of the
historical forms of labour and how they were defined, we are not seeking to relativize and deconstruct
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categories in order to assert, for example, that “forced labour did not exist” or that it is an “intellectual
invention”. Quite the contrary, by viewing these elements in their proper historical contexts, we hope
to provide an original explanation of the dynamics of forms of labour. Instead of attempting to
establish the moment when “free labour” and “civilisation” emerged, or conversely, stigmatising the
continuation of the “guild tradition” or even of latent forms of slavery, we want to grasp the dynamics
at work in certain historical forms of labour starting from the historically situated tension between
freedom and constraint.31
The first underlying hypothesis of this project is that so-called “free” forms of labour and bondage
were defined and practised in reference to each other. Not only in each country and area, but also at
a global scale, forms of bondage and freedom were mutually defined.32
Unlike conventional thesis –celebrating the triumphal march toward freedom started in the nineteenth
century after centuries if not millenaries of bondage- recent approaches in historiography underline
the changes in slave-trading systems prior to official abolition and conversely, the continuation of
forms of bondage and slavery after the reforms. The condition of African-Americans and of “free”
labourers in the colonies are used to confirm this position.33
Continuities between free and unfree labour are important not only in time but also in space.
Surprisingly enough, there has been little dialogue between historians of slavery and historians of wage
labour, and consequently, neither group has challenged the presupposition that these two worlds
were and remain separate or even opposed. The aim of this project is precisely to overcome this
fracture by revealing the connections between these elements underpinned by chronologies that are
in fact too common to be unconnected or to have come about merely by chance.

PREVIOUS AND EXISTING COLLABORATION
The five members of the board have already developed joint project and researches during last years:
-

-

-

summer school. Berlin partners organize two regular summer schools: one in Berlin, linked to
the MA in Global History, and another sponsored by Re-work in different university of the
southern hemisphere: Delhi, Sao Paolo, Johannesburg, etc. Members from Paris and
Alessandro Stanziani in particular have took part to these summer school.
advanced conferences on global history in Tokyo (fall 2012) and Pricenton (spring 2014), where
all the five members of the board have took part, together with some other members of our
project.
publications:
o Jeremy Adelman and Steve Kotkin (with the participation of Masashi Haneda,
Alessandro Stanziani, Sebastian Conrad), Imperial knowledge, forthcoming, Princeton,
2015.
o Alessandro Stanziani (ed), Labour, Coercion and Economic Growth in Eurasia (LeidenBrill, 2012), with the participation of the French and Japanese teams.
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Hideaki Suzuki, Abolitions in world history (with Alessandro Stanziani, Andreas Eckert
and members of the Japanese team), forthcoming Singapore University Press, 2015.
Andreas Eckert, Alessandro Stanziani, Labor in Colonial Africa, Special Issue of the
International Journal of Social History, accepted.

